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Setup
Check battery level with the indicator on front.
Green lamp - Good condition! AKARI is available.

How to charge by solar
Connect solar cable into the socket on right side.

Other equipment
“Yellow, Red, or No lamp” - Please charge!
Connect solar to charge.
Connect cables properly by following the picture.
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How to charge mobile phone

Connect a special cable to USB port and mobile phones. Turn on the main switch, it automatically starts charging.

To maintaining efficiency, connect one mobile phone only.

Some mobile phones (Nokia and Tecno old model) don’t start charging automatically. In that case, please use 2-in-1 cable.

Estimated charging time

Estimated Charging time for some Nokia and Tecno by 2-in-1 cable.

- around 30 minutes - 80%
- around 60 minutes - 95%

Support

If you have any questions or troubles, please ask the store. Please don't try to repair by yourself, otherwise you will lose warranty.